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every encounter will affect your reputation and your standing with the people
of albion. how you act and what you do will directly impact your reputation.
you will be able to choose from one of four character classes: knight, ranger,
sorcerer and templar. each one has its own strengths and weaknesses and will
need to be balanced with all the other classes and with your own character
and circumstances. the game begins with your character at the age of 16 and
will continue up to your death at age 100, making fable’s amazing life-building
system the most flexible in the history of role-playing games. the abilities you
learn at every level will allow you to progress further, creating a character that
changes and evolves as you go along, providing a unique game experience for
every player. fable anniversary download lets players to create their own hero
and will make him or her grow and mature.growth is dependent on the
character's actions, and whether they have chosen to be good or evil.this
depends on the choices the players make. fable anniversary download is a role-
playing video game that is the first of the fable series.it was designed
specifically for xbox, microsoft windows, and mac os x platforms by big blue
box studios, the developer for satellites at lionhead studios, and published by
microsoft studios.the game came out for xbox in september 2004.an expanded
version of the game fable: the lost chapters was released for xbox as well as
windows on september 5, 2005.its mac os x version of the game, developed in
collaboration with robosoft technologies and published by feral interactive was
released in march 2008 after an extended delay of over 2 years because of
licensing problems.
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